MGMT is a molecular determinant for potency of the DNA-EGFR-combi-molecule ZRS1.
To enhance the potency of current EGFR inhibitors, we developed a novel strategy that seeks to confer them an additional DNA damaging function, leading to the design of drugs termed combi-molecules. ZRS1 is a novel combi-molecule that contains an EGFR tyrosine kinase targeting quinazoline arm and a methyltriazene-based DNA damaging one. We examined its effect on human tumor cell lines with varied levels of EGFR and O6-methylguanine DNA methyltransferase (MGMT). ZRS1 was more potent than the clinical methylating agent temozolomide in all cell lines, regardless of their MGMT status. However, its potency was in the same range as or less than that of Iressa, an EGFR inhibitor, against MGMT-proficient cells. In the MGMT-deficient or in MGMT-proficient cells exposed to the MGMT inhibitor O6-benzylguanine, its potency was superior to that of Iressa and temozolomide or a temozolomide+Iressa combination. Cell signaling analysis in A549 (MGMT(+)) and A427 (MGMT(-)) showed that ZRS1 strongly inhibited EGFR phosphorylation and related signaling pathways. In addition, the p53 pathway was activated by DNA damage in both cell lines, but apoptosis was significantly more pronounced in A427 cells. Using MGMT shRNA to block endogenous MGMT protein expression in A549 resulted in significant sensitization to ZRS1. Furthermore, transfection of MGMT into A427 greatly decreased the potency of ZRS1. These results conclusively show that MGMT is a critical molecular determinant for the full-blown potency of the dual EGFR-DNA targeting combi-molecule.